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Abstract Deformation is a ubiquitous process that occurs to rocks during impact cratering; thus,
quantifying the deformation of those rocks can provide first-order constraints on the process of impact
cratering. Until now, specific quantification of the conditions of stress and strain within models of impact
cratering has not been compared to structural observations. This paper describes a methodology to analyze
stress and strain within numerical impact models. This method is then used to predict deformation and
its cause during peak-ring formation: a complex process that is not fully understood, requiring remarkable
transient weakening and causing a significant redistribution of crustal rocks. The presented results are
timely due to the recent Joint International Ocean Discovery Program and International Continental
Scientific Drilling Program drilling of the peak ring within the Chicxulub crater, permitting direct
comparison between the deformation history within numerical models and the structural history of rocks
from a peak ring. The modeled results are remarkably consistent with observed deformation within the
Chicxulub peak ring, constraining the following: (1) the orientation of rocks relative to their preimpact
orientation; (2) total strain, strain rates, and the type of shear during each stage of cratering; and (3) the
orientation and magnitude of principal stresses during each stage of cratering. The methodology and
analysis used to generate these predictions is general and, therefore, allows numerical impact models to
be constrained by structural observations of impact craters and for those models to produce quantitative
predictions.
PlainLanguageSummary During impact cratering events, extreme forces act on rocks beneath
the crater to produce deformation. Computer simulations of large impact cratering events are particularly
important because the conditions of those events can never be simultaneously produced by laboratory
experiments. In this study, we describe a method by which the forces and deformations that occur during
cratering can be measured in computer simulations of impact cratering events. Combining this analysis
with geological observations from impact structures allows us to improve our understanding of impact
crater formation. Here, we use this method to study the Chicxulub impact structure, Mexico, to understand
the formation of “peak rings,” rings of hills found internal to the rim of large impact craters. Our analysis
provides estimates of the sequence of forces and deformation during peak-ring formation. As deformation
produces fractures, our analysis has important implications for how fluids flow through rocks in craters.
1. Introduction
Large impact craters on rocky planetary bodies possess central peaks or a ring of peakswithin the crater inte-
rior (Melosh, 1989). Impact structureswith thesemorphologies are known as complex craters (Dence, 1965).
In addition to central peaks or peak rings, complex craters have substantially smaller depth-to-diameter
ratios than the smaller, bowl-shaped, and so-called simple craters (Pike, 1974). The kinematics and dynam-
ics of the process whereby transient cavities collapse to form complex morphologies is not fully resolved,
particularly for peak-ring craters, which are uncommon on Earth (Melosh & Ivanov, 1999). One of the lead-
ing models to explain the formation of peak rings is the dynamic collapse model, where peak rings form by
the outward collapse of an overheightened central uplift over the inwardly slumped rim of the transient cav-
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ity (Collins et al., 2002; Grieve et al., 1981; Kring et al., 2016; Morgan et al., 2016). With the recent recovery
of a drill core from the peak ring of the Chicxulub crater by the International Ocean Discovery Program
(IODP) and International Continental Scientific Drilling Program (ICDP), the imperative has arisen for the
dynamic collapse model to make quantitative predictions of the deformation path followed by peak-ring
material during crater collapse. Here, we present analysis of the stress-strain path followed by material in
the dynamic collapse model of peak-ring formation and compare the results to observed deformation from
the Chicxulub peak ring.
2. The Chicxulub Crater and the Dynamic CollapseModel
The Chicxulub crater, located in the Yucatán peninsula of Mexico, is a ∼200-km-diameter impact struc-
ture (Gulick et al., 2008). The identification of the Chicxulub structure (Hildebrand et al., 1991; Penfield
& Camargo, 1981) was initially made on the basis of large-scale geophysical signatures: a large negative
Bouguer gravity anomaly andmagnetic anomalies; the structure's impact origin was confirmed by the iden-
tification of shock metamorphosed quartz in samples from within the crater structure (Hildebrand et al.,
1991). The crater is buried, and the only surface expression of its presence is a ring of cenotes, water-filled
sinkholes in the Cenozoic limestones, 70–85 km in radius.
Seismic reflection and refraction surveys were carried out at the site in order to resolve the crater and sub-
crater structure (Gulick et al., 2008;Morgan et al., 1997). The results of those surveys (Gulick et al., 2013, and
references therein) indicated that the Chicxulub crater possesses: a topographic (inner) rim, 140–170 km in
diameter, hereafter termed the “crater rim”; noncontinuous ring faults, external to the crater rim; one, the
“outer” ring ∼200 km in diameter and a second, “exterior” ring that is up to 250 km in diameter. Addition-
ally, the crater possesses an 80- to 90-km diameter peak ring, which rises up to 400 m above the crater floor,
beneath which a strong, inwardly dipping reflector can be found. The peak ring and its inwardly dipping
subsurface structure correspond to a low-velocity zone, ∼4 km/s. A ring-shaped gravity minimum within
the crater at ∼35-km radial distance suggests that the low-velocity zone, and thus, the peak-ring structure
is composed of low density rocks. The crater possesses a terrace zone that extends inward from the crater
rim, toward and beneath the peak ring, separated by the dipping reflector. Finally, the Moho is uplifted by
1.5–2 km beneath the crater center.
Results of the geophysical surveys at the Chicxulub structure motivated the initial numerical simulations
of peak-ring formation by dynamic collapse (Collins et al., 2002) and provide important constraints on any
model of peak-ring formation. The combination of geophysical constraints with numerical impact models
suggest that the peak ring belongs to the paraautochtonous rocks within the crater, albeit possessing unusu-
ally low densities and seismic velocities. The structure has been drilled on several occasions, many of which
were before the identification of the structure as an impact crater.
Investigating themechanism of peak-ring formation was one of the primary aims of IODP-ICDP Expedition
364 (Morgan et al., 2017). The expedition recovered core between 505.42 and 1,363.05mbsf (meters below sea
floor) including the following: from505.42–617.82mbsf, carbonate-rich Palaeogene sedimentary rocks; from
617.82–750.25 mbsf, allochthonous impactites, predominantly fining-upward suevitic breccias (a polymict
breccia containing crystallized or glassy clasts of impact melt) with impact melt rock at its base; and from
750.25–1363.05 mbsf, crystalline target rocks (Figure 1). The crystalline target rocks recovered during the
expedition were predominantly granitic rocks, with occasional preimpact igneous dikes.
Initial analysis of the recovered core provided several constraints on the provenance of peak-ring material
and the deformation that those rocks must have experienced during cratering. The occurrence of crystalline
rocks at depths of only 750 mbsf suggests that the crystalline rocks have been uplifted by at least 2.25 km,
such that rocks derived from beneath the approximately 3-km-thick Mesozoic sedimentary cover reached
their final location in the peak ring. Additionally, the presence of abundant quartz Planar Deformation
Features (PDFs) but the absence of diaplectic quartz glasses within the granitic target rocks indicate that
the recovered paraautochthon, the shocked target rocks, experienced shock pressures from 10 to not more
than 35 GPa (Morgan et al., 2016). Moreover, the mechanisms of accommodating rock deformation, and the
timing of thosemechanisms,within the peak ring during cratering have been described byRiller et al. (2018).
At the beginning of the cratering process, target rocks were pervasively fractured, followed sequentially by
the formation of cataclasite zones, ultracataclasite zones, shear faults, the emplacement of fault breccias,
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic stratigraphic log of Hole M0077A. The location of M0077A is indicated on subfigures, (b) a
Bouguer gravity anomaly map of the crater, and (c) a radial seismic profile of the peak ring through the site location.
Modified from Gulick et al. (2013) and Morgan et al. (2016).
impact breccias, and impact melts into dilatant fractures, and finally, the formation of brittle-ductile shear
bands.
With this contribution, we aim to quantify the stress and strain histories of peak-ring material during cra-
tering, constraining the timing, magnitude, and orientation of stress and strain. This aim will be addressed
by the implementation of stress and strain tensorial analysis to the results of numerical impact simulations
and the subsequent comparison with observed deformation from the Chicxulub peak ring.
3. Numerical Modeling
The formation of the Chicxulub impact structure was simulated using the iSALE shock physics code. iSALE
is a multirheology, multimaterial code based on the SALE hydrocode (Amsden et al., 1980). Modifications
to the original code have included an elastoplastic constitutive model, fragmentation models (Melosh et al.,
1992), various equations of state (Ivanov et al., 1997), a porous compactionmodel (Wünnemann et al., 2006),
and a dilatancy model (Collins, 2014). iSALE and its precursor codes, SALES-2 (Collins et al., 2002) and
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SALE-B (Ivanov, 2005), have been used to simulate the formation of the Chicxulub impact structure in pre-
vious studies (Collins et al., 2002, 2008; Ivanov, 2005; Morgan et al., 2016). Here, we present an updated
model, including use of a dilatancy model (Collins, 2014) and updating previously used parameters in light
of recent advances.
Computational improvements over recent years have permitted us to substantially increase the resolution
of the Chicxulub model presented here. We use a resolution of 60 cells per impactor radius, which, with an
impactor radius of 6 km, results in cell widths of 100 m. Previously published simulations of the Chicxulub
have achieved cell widths of 200 m (Collins et al., 2008). Here, we have increased the resolution in order
to facilitate as close a comparison as currently possible between the results of numerical simulations and
the length of recovered impactites from Expedition 364 (745.23 m). Even so, it is worth noting that the
whole length of the recovered core is encapsulated by only eight computational cells and that structural
observations of the core are made on the centimeter-meter scale.
Impactor parameters in previous simulations of the Chicxulub impact event (e.g., Collins et al., 2008) have
used impactor densities, diameters, and velocities of 2,670 kg/m3, 14 km, and 12.0 km/s, respectively. In
this study, we have mademodified those parameters, where the impactor density, diameter, and velocity are
2,670 kg/m3, 12 km, and 15.0 km/s, respectively. The cause of this modification is due to upward revision
of the average asteroidal impactor velocity on Earth to 20.5 km/s (Le Feuvre & Wieczorek, 2011). Statisti-
cal probability indicates that vertical impacts are unlikely and that the most probable impact angle is 45◦
(Shoemaker, 1962). Three-dimensional simulations are capable of modeling impactor obliquity; however,
this significantly compromises the available resolution. Therefore, we use the iSALE-2D code and adjust
the impactor velocity such that potential impactor obliquity is accounted for. It has been shown that tran-
sient cavity size scales with the vertical component of the impactor velocity (Chapman &McKinnon, 1986;
Elbeshausen et al., 2009). Consequently, we have adopted 15.0 km/s as the impactor velocity, which is the
vertical velocity component of an impactor traveling at 20.5 km/s at 45◦. As a consequence of the increase
in impactor velocity in this simulation, the impactor diameter has been decreased, to 12 km, from the
value used in previous simulations (e.g., Collins et al., 2008), 14 km, such that the impact energy (and,
approximately, the transient cavity diameter) of the presented simulation is consistentwith previousmodels.
Nevertheless, we note that there are considerable uncertainties in the choice of impactor diameter. Primarily,
this is a consequence of a trade-off between impactor parameters/transient cavity size and acoustic fluidiza-
tion parameters in determining the final crater dimensions. Simulations were run using a variety of acoustic
fluidization and impactor parameters, a comparison between the model presented here, previous models,
and alternative models is presented within the supporting information (Figures S1 and S2 and Table S3).
Ultimately, the stress-strain measurements presented here are qualitatively similar to the results of alter-
native models, provided that transient weakening from acoustic fluidization is sufficiently strong and long
lasting to produce a peak-ring crater.
The thermodynamic behavior of the materials in the model is described by an equation of state (EoS). For
each material, we used tables generated using the analytic EoS program (ANEOS, Thompson & Lauson,
1974). A three-layer target was selected to replicate the conditions of the Yucatán platform at the time of
impact. A 3-km layer of sedimentary rocks, using the calcite EoS (Pierazzo et al., 1998), overlies a 30-km layer
of crystalline crustal rocks, using the granite EoS (Pierazzo et al., 1997), which overlies crystalline mantle
rocks, using the dunite EoS (Benz et al., 1989).
The primary parameters that describe a material's yield strength are pressure, temperature, and material
damage (Ivanov et al., 1997). Here, we use the shear failure constitutive model described by Collins et al.
(2004) and donot use a tensile failuremodel. Instead, a negative pressure limit is set based on the intersection
of the yield envelope with the pressure axis. Tensile failure was not considered in the models presented
here because peak-ring material, the focus of this contribution, only ever experiences compressive principal
stresses (e.g., Figure 6 in Ivanov et al., 1997). Constitutive model parameters for all materials were based on
those used in previous models (Collins et al., 2008).
Gravitational collapse of the transient cavity is facilitated by the implementation of acoustic fluidization
(Melosh, 1979) as a supplement to the constitutive model (Melosh, 1989; Melosh & Ivanov, 1999). Here, we
use the block model implementation of acoustic fluidization (Ivanov & Kostuchenko, 1997). The result of
this model is a rheology with a time-dependent yield strength and a constant effective kinematic viscosity,
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𝜂. Acoustic energy within the material is assumed to decay exponentially, with decay time constant Tdec,
causing a gradual increase in strength as time progresses.
Dilatancy is the volume change observed in granular materials when they are subjected to shear deforma-
tions. The dilatancy model in iSALE is described by Collins (2014). In iSALE, the equation used to update
the distension in cells undergoing shear deformation is as follows:
d𝛼
dt = 𝛼𝛽
d𝛾p
dt , (1)
where 𝛼 is the distension, which is defined as the ratio of the grain density to the bulk density, and 𝜌s
𝜌
(and
can be defined as a function of porosity, 11−𝜙 ). 𝛽 is the dilatancy coefficient, which describes the material's
tendency to gain volume upon plastic shear strain and is a function of pressure, temperature, and the preex-
isting dilatancy of the material (Equation (6) in Collins, 2014). The final term of equation (1) is the plastic
shear strain rate; this value is determined by iSALE based on velocity gradients in the cell (see Collins, 2014).
The dilatancy model is used for completeness and only has a significant effect on volume strain, without
any noticeable effect on shear strain, or stress conditions for the material studied here.
A complete list of the parameters used in our simulation, including dilatancy model parameters, is shown
in the supporting information (Tables S1 and S2).
3.1. Stress and Strain During Impact Cratering
Rocks undergo deformation during impact cratering. Deformation of a body is the transformation from its
initial geometry to its final geometry by means of translation, rotation, and/or strain, which can be a distor-
tion or a volume change. Translations and rotations are known as rigid body deformations, while distortions
and volume changes are known as nonrigid body deformations. These deformations are variably complex
to quantify by observation (Fossen, 2016; Ramsay & Huber, 1983). Commonly, nonrigid body deformations
are the easiest to observationally quantify. Consequently, providing quantitative predictions of deformation,
separating translations, rotations, and strains, is of paramount importance to numerical impact simulations.
iSALE uses an Eulerian frame of reference; that is, properties, such as pressure, temperature, or stress, are
saved at specific locations on a grid. A more useful frame of reference to consider when attempting to fol-
low the material's path through property space is a Lagrangian reference frame, where individual material
parcels, and their corresponding properties, are tracked. To accomplish this in iSALE, Lagrangian tracer par-
ticles are embedded within the mesh in the initial time step (e.g., Pierazzo et al., 1997), their locations then
follow the material flow, and properties are saved at specific time steps. Here, tracers are advected through
the grid based on the velocities of the Eulerian grid nodes (Davison et al., 2016; Pierazzo et al., 1997).
We quantify deformation during impact simulations by considering a 3-D Lagrangian pseudo-cell, that is,
a “logical” cube of neighboring Lagrangian tracer particles. The three dimensions of the simulation are in
a cylindrical coordinate system, corresponding to the radial direction, r, the vertical direction, z, and the
azimuth, 𝜃. Thus, the pseudo-cell has an initially square cross section and is a toroidal sector in shape with
eight nodes (Figure S3). By calculating the deformation gradient tensor for the pseudo-cell transformation
and using the assumptions of infinitesimal strain theory, the infinitesimal strain and rotation tensors of
the deformation between saved time steps can be derived. These saved time steps have an interval at least
one order of magnitude greater than the interval between calculated time steps in the iSALE code. During
analysis of the material of interest to this contribution, we found that saving time steps at a fine temporal
scale is necessary during shock and decompression to accurately characterize deformation. Decreasing the
interval between saved time steps beyond 25 ms produces no significant improvement on the results at the
cost of unwieldy data file sizes; thus, we used an interval of 25 ms between saved time steps during shock
and decompression. After shock and decompression, coarser temporal scales can be used while retaining
accuracy. Here, we have used 2-s intervals between saved time steps for transient cavity formation and crater
collapse, respectively.
iSALE calculates the stress tensor as part of its routine for each time step as an Eulerian field property. Con-
sequently, saving the stress tensor as a Lagrangian tracer particle property simply requires that the tracer
particle saves an interpolated value of the stress tensor within the cell that the tracer particle is within.
In order to ensure exact correspondence between the stress tensor and the infinitesimal strain tensor, we
linearly interpolate the values of the stress tensor within the Lagrangian pseudo-cell, to make the tensor
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pseudo-cell centered, and between saved time steps, to ensure that the saved stress tensor corresponds to
the average stress required to cause the corresponding infinitesimal strain. A detailed description of how
strain and stress tensors are acquired and used may be found in the supporting information, an applica-
tion of descriptions by Fossen and Tikoff (1993), Tikoff and Fossen (1995), Allmendinger et al. (2012), and
Fossen (2016).
Several issues arise from the use of our treatment to calculate strains and stresses in three dimensions. First,
our interpolated treatment of stress and strain between saved time steps is effectively the result of summing
deformations frommany individual computational time steps; therefore, our analysis produces a smoothing
effect on the results of the simulation. The interval between saved time steps was carefully chosen for each
stage of the cratering process to reduce effects from temporal underresolution while maintaining computa-
tional efficiency. Second, due to the axisymmetry of iSALE-2D simulations, out-of-plane deformation is not
well characterized; shear strains and stresses can only occur in the r-z plane, and strain can never be local-
ized in the 𝜃 direction, precluding the simulation of radially oriented faults. Nevertheless, owing to the radial
movement of material, hoop strains (changes in length along the 𝜃 axis) can be calculated. Finally, axial
symmetry forces the impact angle to be perpendicular to the target but real impacts are unlikely to occur at
this angle. Impactor obliquity would cause changes to both themagnitude and timing of stresses and strains
distributed around the crater, most strongly during the contact and compression and excavation stages of
cratering. Nevertheless, we note that recent 3-D numerical simulations of peak-ring formation show that
peak-ring material experiences similar shock magnitudes regardless of azimuth in all but the most oblique
impacts (Collins et al., 2017). Together, this suggests that the stress-strain history of peak-ring material dur-
ing shock in moderately and steeply inclined impacts should be similar at all azimuths and, by the time of
crater collapse, our analysis of stress and strain derived from 2-D simulations should be appropriate for all
but the most oblique large impact events.
4. Results
Lagrangian pseudo-cell analysis was used to examine the stress-strain paths of material within a simula-
tion of the Chicxulub impact event. Within the paraautochthon of a large impact structure, rocks from the
peak ring have experienced the most extreme deformation during crater modification. For this reason, and
due to the recent IODP-ICDP drilling of the Chicxulub peak ring, the peak-ring materials will be focused
upon specifically.
Here, the material that forms the peak-ring structure, termed here and in the following sections as
“peak-ring material,” is defined based on two criteria: First, peak-ring material must be solid. Melted mate-
rial is distinguished by peak shock pressures >60 GPa. Second, previous work (e.g., Collins et al., 2002;
Grieve et al., 1981; Morgan et al., 2016) suggests that peak-ring material derives from the collapse of an
overheightened central uplift thrust atop the rim of the transient cavity. Consequently, peak-ring material
can be defined as belonging to the flanks of the central uplift at the time of maximum uplift (Collins et al.,
2017). All of the material defined in this way undergoes a similar stress-strain history (see supporting infor-
mation); thus, these criteria constrain a volume of material representative of the geological structure of the
peak ring, rather than a topographic definition. Furthermore, this material has an inwardly dipping basal
contact consistent with seismic observations and provides a method that can be used to define peak-ring
material in lower resolution and 3-D models, where it may be challenging to define the peak-ring material
based on topographic details. For this Chicxulub simulation, maximum central uplift occurs at ∼180 s, and
we define that peak-ringmaterial is anymaterial above the plane that defines the base of themaximum cen-
tral uplift and within the 15 km that are interior to the trough that surrounds the maximum central uplift.
The location of the material that satisfies these two criteria, the peak-ring material, is shown on Figure 2
throughout the simulation.
Our results show that the peak-ring material originates from 8- to 11-km depth and 10- to 25-km radial
distance (Figure 2a). From shock wave arrival to the end of transient cavity growth, the material moves out-
ward, adjacent to and a part of, the transient cavity wall (Figure 2b). This material subsequently collapses
inward (Figure 2c) and becomes entrained into the flank of the central uplift (Figure 2d). At this time, the
central uplift is overheightened and collapses radially outward (Figure 2e), emplacing the peak-ring mate-
rial on top of the collapsed transient cavity rim (Figure 2f). The results presented here will use a single
Lagrangian pseudo-cell from within the center of the peak-ring material, which is representative of the
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Figure 2. Selected time steps of the Chicxulub simulation presented here. The target is comprised of three layers:
sedimentary rock (gray), granitic basement (pink), and mantle (purple). A grid of tracer particles is shown to highlight
the target rock deformation. Additionally, in the first frame, (a), the provenance of impact melt and the peak-ring
material are shown in green and red, respectively. The impact melt and peak-ring material is then tracked throughout
the steps (b)–(f). The location of a single pseudo-cell (white) is shown throughout the simulation.
stress-strain history of the entire peak ring (see supporting information). This pseudo-cell originates from
20.2-km radial distance and 8.95-km depth and ends at 35.0-km radial distance and 2.50-km depth. The
sequence of deformation of this cell will be described chronologically in the following sections.
4.1. Deformation During Shock and Decompression
The first stage of impact-related deformation to affect the peak-ring material is shock and decompression
(Figure 3). Deformation is characterized by an initial, rapid horizontal compression of the material as it is
shocked (Figure 3a), which results in a rapid reduction in the volume of the material (negative volumetric
strains; Figure 3c) and a rapid increase in shear strain (Figure 3d). During these fewmilliseconds, strain rate
reaches itsmaximum, 0.87 s−1 (Figure 3f). This valuemay be anunderestimate due to the unavoidable effects
of finite spatial and temporal resolution and the implementation of artificial viscosity in shock physics codes
(seeAnderson, 1987). As decompression occurs, the strain rate rapidly drops, volumetric strain increases and
becomes positive (due to pressure release). Throughout the entire stage of deformation, there is a negligible
amount of rotation of the material from its initial orientation (Figure 3e).
During shock and decompression, pressures and shear stresses rapidly increase (Figure 4). For the selected
pseudo-cell, the arrival of the stress wave occurs at 2.10 s. Most of the peak-ring material never experiences
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Figure 3. Strain path of the Lagrangian pseudo-cell during shock and decompression. (a) r-z cross section of the
pseudo-cell at t = 0.0 s (light blue) and t = 6.0 s (dark blue). The pathway of the individual tracers relative to each
other through time is indicated by the dashed lines. (b) The initial (t = 0.0 s) and postshock (t = 6.0 s) arrangement of
the simulation; see Figure 2. (c) The cumulative first strain invariant, 𝜖I1. (d) The cumulative square root of the second
deviatoric strain invariant,
√
𝜖J2. (e) Cumulative rotation (i.e., orientation) of the material. (f) Strain rate (i.e., the rate
of change of cumulative
√
𝜖J2 with respect to time). Additional data may be found in the supporting information
(Figure S4).
shock pressures greater than 40 GPa; therefore, the peak-ring material experiences shock metamorphism
from a plastic wave with an elastic precursor. The stress wave exceeds the Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL;
3.56 GPa for the granite strength properties used here) at 2.43 s where the maximum resolvable shear stress
is 1.6 GPa. Pressures subsequently increase in the plastic wave up to 22.2 GPa at 2.78 s and where the max-
imum resolvable shear stress is 2.0 GPa. At this moment of the peak shock condition, the rarefaction wave
arrives and pressures begin to decrease. Nevertheless, maximum resolvable shear stresses increase until
3.13 s, where the pressure is 15.5 GPa, and the maximum resolvable shear stress is 2.3 GPa. The cause of
the increase in shear stress as pressure decreases in the wave is due to the rarefaction wave increasing the
intermediate deviatoric principal stress, s2, from tensile to compressive values (Figure 4). By 3.95 s, the stress
wave possesses a pressure less than the HEL. Beyond this time, the pressure and shear stresses do not return
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Figure 4. Stresses in a shock wave. (a) The deviatoric principal stress magnitudes within the pseudo-cell. (b) The shock
pressure (P) and maximum resolvable shear stress (𝜏 = 𝜎1−𝜎32 ) through time during shock and decompression. Points
on the curves at t = 2.43, 2.78, 3.13, and 3.95 s refer to the times at which the Hugoniot elastic limit is exceeded,
maximum pressure is reached, maximum 𝜏 is reached, and when shock attenuates beneath the Hugoniot elastic limit,
respectively.
to their preshock values; instead, they remain slightly higher as a consequence of the remnant postshock
velocity imparted to the material.
Throughout shock and decompression, the orientations of the principal stresses change (Figure 5). The
cause of principal stress rotation is due to the combined effects of refraction and, later, the interaction of
the shock wave with the rarefaction wave. Initially, when the HEL is exceeded (t = 2.43 s), the maximum
principal stresswithin peak-ringmaterial plunges inward (15.2◦), while theminimumprincipal stress is near
vertical andhas a similar value to the intermediate principal stress oriented in the hoop direction. By the time
of peak shock conditions (t = 2.78 s), the maximum principal stress has rotated to become near horizontal
(3.2◦ inward), while theminimum principal stress becomes vertical. At this time, the intermediate principal
stress has a similar magnitude to the minimum principal stress. By the time of maximum resolvable shear
stress (t = 3.13 s), the maximum principal stress orientation has continued to rotate and plunges outward
(31.5◦). At this time, the intermediate principal stress, s2, is equal to the pressure (i.e., s2 = 0), and remains
in the hoop direction. By the time that the shock pressure decreases to the HEL (t = 3.95 s), maximum
principal stress is oriented steeply (51.6◦ outward). At this time, the intermediate principal stress is nearly
equal to the maximum principal stress.
The initial temperature of the pseudo-cell, prior to the passage of the shock wave, is 378 K. During the pas-
sage of a shockwave, energy is deposited in the form of heat. As a consequence of shock and decompression,
shock pressure and temperature conditions reach maximum values of 22.2 GPa and 994 K, respectively.
Following decompression, the pseudo-cell arrives at a postshock temperature of ∼650 K.
4.2. Deformation During Transient Crater Formation
The shape of a crater at the end of excavation and the beginning of modification is known as the transient
crater (Dence et al., 1977; Melosh, 1989). This concept is important because the size of the transient crater is
controlled by the kinetic energy andmomentum of the impactor. Nevertheless, defining the transient crater
of a large impact in numerical impact simulations is challenging because the transition from outwardly
directed excavation flow to inwardly directed modification flow does not occur at the same time in all areas
of the cavity. Thus, the transient crater is defined in numerical simulations as the cavity with the maximum
volume (Elbeshausen et al., 2009). Maximum cavity volume occurs in the simulation presented here at t =
30 s, even though maximum cavity depth occurs at t = 20 s and rim growth continues beyond t = 30 s.
Deformation during transient crater formation is characterized by continuing radial shortening as the tran-
sient cavity wall moves outward (Figure 6a) due to the remnant velocity of the rocks after shock, that is, the
excavation flow field. Following strain rates approaching 100 s−1 during shock and decompression, strain
rates rapidly decrease to values of the order 10−2 s−1 and these strain rates only slightly decrease throughout
transient crater formation (Figure 6f). The kinematic vorticity number during transient crater formation
is always less than 0.3, indicating that deformation is dominated by pure shear (Figure 6g). The preceding
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Figure 5. Stress orientations and magnitudes during shock and decompression. (a) Crater growth at time steps indicated in Figure 4 with location of the
pseudo-cell indicated by the white marker. (b) r-z sectional deviatoric Lamé's stress ellipses at corresponding times, solid lines indicate compressive deviatoric
stresses, while dashed lines indicate tensile deviatoric stresses. (c) Mohr's circle representation of the conditions of stress at corresponding times. Solid and
dotted lines indicate the strength envelope of material at standard conditions, intact and damaged, respectively, these envelopes are drawn such that shear stress
is measured by
√
𝜖J2, rather than
𝜎1−𝜎3
2 . Consequently, material is still at failure even though the Mohr circle may not be in contact with the strength envelopes.
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shock and decompression stage has kinematic vorticity numbers between 0.3 and 0.5, and kinematic vor-
ticity numbers increase toward the end of transient crater formation. Additionally, during this stage of
deformation, the material initially rotates clockwise about the hoop direction by approximately 6◦ before
beginning to rotate counterclockwise from 25 s after impact (Figure 6e).
The orientation of stresses during transient crater formation remains consistent throughout and follows the
excavation flow field (Figure 7). Initially (t = 6.0 s), the pressure and deviatoric stresses are high and the
maximum principal stress plunges gently outward (8.8◦); these stresses rapidly decrease until t = 15 s, after
which, they remain comparatively constant. Nevertheless, the orientation of the maximum principal stress
continues to rotate such that by t = 30 s, the maximum principal stress plunges gently inward (10.1◦).
Throughout this stage of deformation, the intermediate deviatoric principal stress is tensile and is oriented
in the hoop direction. Additionally, the proportional difference between 𝜎1, 𝜎2, and 𝜎3 remains constant.
During this stage of cratering, transient strength reduction has no influence on deformation (Figure 7c).
4.3. Deformation During Crater Modification
The stress-strain-time path during crater modification for peak-ring material is complex (Figure 8). Never-
theless, the deformation can be subdivided into five quantitatively distinct phases: rim growth (t = 30–90 s),
inward transport (t = 90–126 s), central peak entrainment (t = 126–236 s), outward transport (peak-ring
emplacement) (t = 236–268 s), and relaxation (t = 268–600 s). The initial and final time steps of these
phases are shown in Figure 8. Quantitative measures of the strain path are shown in Figure 9.
4.3.1. Strain
The first phase of cratermodification from the perspective of peak-ringmaterial, rimgrowth, is characterized
by the deceleration of thematerial in the radial direction and the onset of significant clockwise (with respect
to the hoop direction) rotation (30◦); this rotation occurs as a consequence of the differential velocities of
material above and beneath the peak-ring material. Beneath, material is beginning to collapse toward the
crater center, while above, material is still being excavated radially outward. This differential velocity field
also causes an increase in the relative amount of simple shear compared to pure shear; kinematic vorticity
numbers increase from∼0.3 to∼0.95 (Figure 9b). Throughout this phase, the instantaneous principal strains
all decrease in magnitude (Figure 9f), and strain rates decrease steadily from 2 × 10−2 to 6 × 10−3 s−1
(Figure 9a). Theminimumprincipal strain (e3) remains perpendicular to the cavitywall, while themaximum
principal strain (e1) is also contained within the r-z plane.
The transition to the next phase of crater modification, inward transport, is characterized by the switching
of the orientations of the minimum and intermediate principal strains (Figure 9f). The minimum principal
strain, for the first time in the simulation, becomes oriented in the hoop direction; that is, the maximum
shortening direction is concentric. This switch is a result of the inward transport of the peak-ringmaterial as
the transient crater wall collapses causing convergence of flow into the center of the crater. As the material
flows inward, counterclockwise rotation continues (Figure 9c); however, strain rates are comparatively low
(Figure 9a), and thus, this phase ofmodification is accompanied by comparatively small amounts of nonrigid
body deformation (Figure 9).
The inward velocity experienced by the peak-ring material during inward transport ceases as the peak-ring
material is entrained into the flank of the rising central uplift (Figure 2d). Central peak entrainment occurs
as the central peak is rising (until t = 175 s) and during the initial collapse of the overheightened central
peak. During this phase, and slightly before, for the only time in the simulation after shock, strain rates
increase (Figure 9a), reaching and maintaining rates of 10−2 s−1. Additionally, counterclockwise rotation of
the peak-ring material continues until slightly after the central peak reaches its maximum height. At this
time, the peak-ring material has reached a total rotation of approximately 90◦ (Figure 9c). Additionally,
while the central uplift builds, the maximum principal strain is oriented subvertically, while the minimum
principal strain (maximum shortening) is oriented subhorizontally. Later, at the time of maximum central
uplift, when the material finally ceases all inward movement and begins to move outward, the material
and the principal strains begin to rotate clockwise (about the hoop direction; Figure 9c). By the end of the
deformation phase, the minimum principal strain plunges inward (23.4◦), parallel to the direction in which
the peak ring is emplaced. The onset of the central peak collapse also causes an increase in the kinematic
vorticity number from 0.1 to 0.9 (Figure 9b).
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Figure 6. Strain path of the Lagrangian pseudo-cell during transient crater formation. (a) The r-z cross section of the
pseudo-cell at t = 6.0 s (light blue), t = 30.0 s (dark blue), and the original pseudo-cell at t = 0.0 s (gray). The pathway of
the individual tracers relative to each other through time is indicated by the dashed lines. (b) The postshock (t = 6.0 s)
and transient crater (t = 30.0 s) arrangement of the simulation; see Figure 2, (c) the cumulative first strain invariant,
𝜖I1, (d) the cumulative second deviatoric strain invariant 𝜖J2, (e) cumulative rotation (i.e., orientation) of the material,
(f) strain rate (i.e., the rate of change of cumulative 𝜖J2 with respect to time), (g) kinematic vorticity number, and
(h) rates of principal strain through time.
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Figure 7. Stress orientation and magnitude during transient cavity growth. (a) Crater shape at t = 20 s, with the
location of the pseudo-cell indicated by the white marker. (b) Major and minor axes of the r-z cross section of the
deviatoric Lamé's stress ellipsoid, solid lines indicate compressive deviatoric stresses, while dashed lines indicate
tensile deviatoric stresses. (c) Mohr's circle representation of the conditions of stress. Solid and dotted lines indicate the
strength envelope of material at standard conditions, intact and damaged, respectively.
The transition from the central peak entrainment phase to the outward transport phase is marked by a rapid
decrease in strain rate, from10−2 to 10−3 s−1 (Figure 9a) and a change in the orientation of the principal strain
axes (Figure 9f), whereby the now outwardly directed velocity of the material causes maximum principal
extension in the hoop direction; this is the only time in the simulation where the maximum instantaneous
stretch is in the hoop direction.
As the peak-ring material is emplaced outward, its radial velocity gradually decreases and the peak ring
comes, on average to rest. After this occurs, the peak-ring material gradually relaxes and flattens; this
phase of deformation, relaxation, occurs at comparatively small strain rates, declining from 10−3 to 10−5 s−1
(Figure 9a). By the end of the relaxation phase of crater modification, the material has undergone signif-
icant volumetric expansion (volume strain = 0.0338), almost exclusively due to the effect of accumulated
distension from the dilatancy model (Figure 9d).
The five phases of crater modification are marked by distinctly different strain states (Figure 10). The first
phase, rim growth, and the contact and excavation stage produce oblate strain ellipsoids (flattening). The
inward transport phase ismarked by a prolate strain ellipsoid (constriction). The remaining phases ofmodifi-
cation occur under near plane strain conditions, progressing from slightly constrictional to slightly flattening
strains as time continues. This indicates that peak-ring rocks deformed during the earliest stages of crater-
ing should have developed planar fabrics (S-tectonites), while deformation structures developed during later
cratering phases should develop some linear fabrics (L-tectonites, or more realistically LS-tectonites).
4.3.2. Stress
During these phases of deformation, the peak-ring material experiences a sequence of stress states as com-
plex as, and related to, the strain path that the material follows. Figure 11 shows the history of deviatoric
principal stresses and pressure during the first four phases and into the final phase of the crater modifica-
tion stage and Figure 12 shows representative sectional deviatoric Lamé's stress ellipses and Mohr's circle
diagrams for each of the five phases of crater modification.
During the earliest phase of crater modification, rim growth, the peak-ring material experiences pressures
from 5–25 MPa and shear stresses of ∼5–10 MPa (Figure 11b). During this phase, the maximum princi-
pal stress orientation plunges inward (Figure 12a), parallel to the cavity wall; consequently, it rotates from
steeply to shallowly inclined as the crater rim continues to grow.
Through the rim growth phase, the intermediate principal stress, which is oriented in the hoop direc-
tion, increases until, as the inward transport phase begins, the hoop stress exceeds the wall-parallel stress
(Figures 11a and 12b). This occurs as a result of the inward convergence of the peak-ring material. During
this phase, as the material converges into the building central peak, pressures and shear stresses increase to
in excess of 50 and 15 MPa, respectively (Figure 11b).
As the inward transport of material meets increasing resistance against the rising central uplift during
central peak entrainment, the radial, wall-parallel stress begins to exceed the hoop stress (Figure 12c).
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Figure 8. Strain phases during modification. Each row shows the first and last arrangement of the crater with the deformation of the indicated Lagrangian
pseudo-cell.
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Figure 9. Quantification of strain during the phases of crater modification, the duration of each phase is indicated by
the gray highlighting beneath the plots. Individual plots show: (a) strain rate, (b) kinematic vorticity number,
(c) cumulative material rotation (i.e., orientation), (d) distension, (e) total deviatoric strain, calculated as the sum of√
𝜖J2, and (f) rates of principal strain through time. Additional data may be found in the supporting information
(Figure S5).
Meanwhile, the minimum deviatoric principal stress decreases causing large shear stresses during the cen-
tral peak entrainment phase. Pressure in the peak-ring material during entrainment reaches up to nearly
100 MPa (Figure 11b). During this phase, the maximum principal stress orientation rotates from plunging
gently outward, through horizontal to plunging inward until the central uplift reaches its maximum height
Figure 10. Flinn-Ramsay diagram of strain ellipsoids corresponding to each phase of peak-ring formation. K-numbers
and D-numbers/ octahedral shear strain (𝜀s), which respectively describe the shape of the strain ellipsoid and the
magnitude of strain, are contoured.
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Figure 11. Stress magnitudes and pressure through time during crater modification, modification phases are
highlighted as gray areas beneath: (a) principal deviatoric stress magnitudes and (b) pressure and maximum resolvable
shear stress.
at t = 180 s.Whereupon, themaximumprincipal stress remains in the same orientation as the central uplift
begins to collapse (Figure 12c).
As the peak-ring material moves outward during the collapse of the central peak, the hoop stress, which
is intermediate during central peak entrainment, continually decreases and becomes the minimum princi-
pal stress as the outward transport phase begins (Figures 11a and 12d). During this phase, the maximum
principal stress plunges inward. This orientation gradually becomes less steep as the peak ring is emplaced;
simultaneously, pressures in the peak-ring material gradually decrease as the peak ring loses height due to
the hoop extension.
The relaxation phase of cratermodification occurs as the stress state of the rocks returns to normal lithostatic
conditions. The beginning of this phase is marked by the hoop stress becoming intermediate. As this phase
continues, the maximum principal stress rotates to become vertical, that is, becomes entirely composed of
the lithostatic stress (Figure 12e). During this phase, all but the most superficial material of the peak ring
cease to move.
5. Comparison to Observations From the Chicxulub Peak Ring
Observations of impact-related deformation experienced by peak-ring material in the Chicxulub impact
structure have been presented by Riller et al. (2018). Alongside shock deformation, evident by shatter cones,
PDFs, and planar fractures in quartz and feldspars, severe structural modification is evident by brittle and
ductile deformation structures.Most importantly, it is possible to determine the relative timing of the various
types of deformation.
The first impact-related deformation to occur to the target rocks was shock metamorphism and pervasive
fracturing at the grain scale. The fragmented geometry of the pervasively fractured target rockwas then trun-
cated by cataclasites and ultracataclasites. These cataclasites are spaced every few meters and occasionally
crosscut each other. The cataclasites and ultracataclasites are, in turn, consistently offset by striated fault
surfaces andmillimeter-wide shear faults. Six hundred two striated fault surfaces were recorded in the core,
some of which can be found within clasts of target rock within impact melt rock dikes and suevitic breccia
dikes. These dikes are devoid of cataclasites and shear faults; however, they do contain abundant evidence
of ductile strain. Meanwhile, target rocks within a zone of abundant breccia dikes and melt rock dikes from
1,220–1,316 mbsf are commonly deformed by brittle-ductile shear bands, which displace cataclasites and
the contacts of melt rock dikes and breccia dikes. These ductile and brittle-ductile structures always indicate
a normal shear sense.
Thus, in summary, a sequence of deformation experienced by peak-ring rocks during cratering can be
defined: first, shock deformation and pervasive fracturing (Figures 13a and 13b), followed by the formation
of cataclasites and ultracataclasites (Figures 13c and 13d), striated faults and shear faults (Figures 13d and
13e), the emplacement of breccia and impact melt into dilatant fractures (Figures 13e and 13f), and finally,
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Figure 12. Sectional deviatoric Lamé's stress ellipses and Mohr's circle diagrams through the phases of crater
modification. Rotation of the largest principal stress in the r-z sectional stress ellipses through time is indicated, while
the effect of acoustic fluidization is demonstrated on the Mohr's circle diagrams. The Mohr's circle diagrams drawn
here are the average stress values over the calculated saved time interval, acoustic fluidization supposes that
high-frequency oscillations may reduce, or increase, pressure about the average, and thus, rock failure may be
facilitated when the pressure drops sufficiently that the Mohr's circle intersects the failure envelope. The gray
envelopes schematically indicate the areas that the Mohr's circle passes through during acoustic vibrations.
the formation of brittle-ductile and ductile shear bands (Figure 13f). It shall now be demonstrated how these
observations are consistent with quantitative results derived from numerical simulations.
5.1. Pervasive Fracturing
The controls of fault and fracture formation under compressional rock failure is a complex subject (Ramesh
et al., 2015); nevertheless, the length scale at which faults and fractures form is controlled by strain, strain
rate, and the speed at which fractures propagate (Melosh, 2005). Given a fixed amount of strain, high strain
rates cause more closely spaced fractures than low strain rates. The cause of this behavior is that fractures
cannot be longer than the distance that sound travels in the time that deformation occurs in. Consequently,
the rapid, and predominantly pure shear deformation during shock and decompression at strain rates near
to 100 s−1, is expected to be the cause of pervasive fractures at the subgrain scale.
The likelihood that fractures occur on small length scales during shock and decompression, can be examined
quantitatively by considering the compressional fragmentation model presented by Melosh et al. (2017),
adapted from the tensional fragmentation model of Grady and Kipp (1980), where modal fracture spacing,
l, is related to deviatoric strain, 𝜖 by the following:
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Figure 13. Sequence of deformation in Hole M0077A described in detail by Riller et al. (2018). (a) Shatter cone
fragment from a breccia clast (708.50 mbsf; Morgan et al., 2016). (b) Plane-polarized transmitted light image of
pervasive subgrain-scale fracturing in quartz with planar fractures and planar deformation features, pore spaces are
filled with blue-dyed epoxy (1,076.15 mbsf). (c) Cataclasite (925.74 mbsf). (d) Cataclasite truncated by shear faults
(1,255.54 mbsf). (e) Shear-faulted granite as clast within melt-bearing breccia (1,281.48 mbsf). (f) Ductile shear
structure in melt-bearing breccia with normal shear sense displacement (white half-arrows; 1,289.64 mbsf).
l = 4[ (m + 1)(m + 3)
4
8πk(m + 2)5 ]
1∕3𝜖−m∕3 (2)
wherem and k are the parameters that describe theWiebull distribution of available flaws for fracture nucle-
ation, N = kem. During shear failure, these parameters have values of m = 32 and k ≈ 2.6 × 10
9 m−3
(Melosh et al., 2017; Ramesh et al., 2015). Using these values, and a value of 𝜖 equal to the cumulative devi-
atoric shear strain during shock (∼0.3; Figure 3d), the fracture spacing for the peak-ring rocks, l = 0.23 cm.
This value is similar to the spacing of the subgrain-scale fractures in the granitic target rocks (Figure 13b).
Despite the pervasive fracturing that occurs during this stage of crater formation, it is not necessary that the
material gains volume by dilatancy. Pressures are extremely high during this stage; therefore, fractures will
not distend.
5.2. Cataclasites and Ultracataclasites
Following shock and decompression, during crater excavation, thematerial continues to deform by predom-
inantly pure shear and is horizontally compressed (Figures 8a and 9b). Consequently, the deformation style
during this stage of crater formation is not expected to be any different to that during shock and decompres-
sion. The low pressure and high strains during excavation are likely to cause the shock-formed fractures to
dilate and introduce distension to the rocks. Additionally, as the strain rates are an order of magnitude lower
(Figure 9a), displacement is likely to localize onto more widely spaced shock-formed fractures.
Toward the end of excavation and into the rim growth phase of crater modification, deformation becomes
increasingly dominated by simple shear (Figure 9b). This change in the type of shear is likely to mark
a change in deformation style, from pervasive fracture networks, brittlely accommodating a pure shear
displacement field, to subparallel faults capable of accommodating a simple shear displacement field. Impor-
tantly, at themicroscopic scale, deformation is never homogeneous and, during the early stages of cratering,
is always brittle, occurring by simple shear on fractures. Consequently, macroscale pure shear must be
accommodated bymore complex fault arrangements than the fracture networks associated withmacroscale
simple shear. It is therefore during rim growth that cataclasites and ultracataclasites are likely to form
(Figure 13c).
Following rim growth, there is a relative hiatus of deformation as peak-ring material is transported inward
toward the crater center. Nevertheless, during this movement, a substantial solid-body rotation of the
peak-ring material occurs. Additionally, the maximum principal stress changes orientation from approx-
imately radially to the hoop direction (Figure 12c). This change must cause the rearrangement of fault
systems in the deforming peak-ring material such that previously utilized faults are abandoned and new
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faults form. This new fault arrangement is likely to be transpressional. This phase of deformation may
therefore explain observed cross-cutting relationships between cataclasites (Figure 13d).
5.3. Shear Faults
As the peak-ring material becomes entrained into the central peak, pressures, deviatoric stresses, instan-
taneous strains, and strain rates substantially increase (Figure 9a). Greater strain rates are likely to lead to
decreased spacing between deformation structures. Meanwhile, increased pressures from ∼10 to ∼100 MPa
(respectively, corresponding to ∼300-m and ∼3-km depths at normal lithostatic conditions) for rocks that
are at ∼650 K is likely to lead to a change in deformation mechanism. The observations of Riller et al.
(2018) indicate that cataclasites and ultracataclasites, of which there are 258 recorded occurrences within
the recovered core, are truncated by shear faults. The total number of shear faults in the recovered core is
substantially greater than the number cataclasites, over 600 striated fault surfaces were measured (Riller
et al., 2018), and these only represent the subset of shear faults that possess open surfaces. Consequently,
it is clear that the spacing between the cataclasites and ultracataclasites, which formed early during crater-
ing, is more than double the average spacing between the later deformation structures seen as cross-cutting
shear faults. This relationship is qualitatively consistent with the increase in strain rate that occurs during
central peak entrainment.
5.4. Melt Intrusion and Deformation
Once the central peak begins to collapse, peak-ring material moves outward atop the collapsed transient
crater rim, now capped with material originally ejected from the transient cavity, and is itself capped by
impact melt. As a consequence of the radially outward directed velocity field, the minimum principal stress
changes orientation to the hoop direction. This stress regime causes maximum principal stretching in the
hoop direction, which, in a natural system, would cause radially oriented, transtensional fault systems. Such
faults may have facilitated the intrusion andmixture of impact melt and breccia bodies within the peak-ring
material (Figure 13e).
The final phase of peak-ring formation, relaxation, occurs at strain rates beginning to approach conventional
tectonic strain rates of 10−5 s−1 (Figure 9c) under stress conditions of normal failure, that is, 𝜎1 oriented
vertically (Figure 12e). The shocked target rocks in the peak ring are at ∼650 K, while the impact melt rocks
and suevitic breccias are likely to be at temperatures significantly in excess of 1000 K. It is therefore no
surprise that the last phase of impact deformation is brittle-ductile in the shocked target rocks and is ductile
in the suevites and impact melt rocks. Additionally, the shear sense of these structures is always normal,
amounting the maximum extension in the horizontal direction (Figure 13f).
5.5. Discussion of Uncertainties
Before proceeding to conclude this contribution, it is necessary to consider the uncertainties associated
with the analysis of a numerical simulation in this way. Here, we have focused upon the stress-strain his-
tory of just one Lagrangian pseudo-cell. The exact location of this pseudo-cell does not directly correspond
to the location of the recent IODP-ICDP drill core. The primary reason for this chosen difference is that
Lagrangian tracer particles close to the free surface, where there is limited confining pressure, can behave
without coherency to their neighboring tracer particles, thus removing any meaning from calculated strain
information. Instead, the location of the selected pseudo-cell was chosen to be at the center of the peak-ring
material, such that it would be representative of the deformation of the entire peak-ring structure. The
stress-strain history of other pseudo-cellswithin the peak ring is quantitatively similar, to the one pseudo-cell
presented here, with some systematic variations on properties such as material orientation (see supporting
information; Figures S6–S8).
6. Conclusions
This work presents a detailed analysis of the temporal evolution of stress and strain within the peak-ring
material of a numerical impact simulation. Our approach provides a template for directly comparing struc-
tural observations from impact structures with numerical impact simulations. This type of analysis allows
for quantitative constraints on: the timing of deformation, the orientation, and themagnitude of strain asso-
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ciated with each stage of the impact cratering process and the orientation and magnitude of stress during
shock, crater excavation, and crater modification.
The remarkable consistency between the stress-strain-time path of material within the Chicxulub peak ring
during crateringwith the complex sequence of observations of deformation from the recent IODP-ICDP drill
core from the Chicxulub peak ring suggests that, kinematically, the dynamic collapse model of peak-ring
formation is accurate. The kinematics of themodel requires that one ormore transient dynamicalweakening
mechanism operates and that the total effect of these mechanism(s) must be consistent with the rheological
properties of the block model implementation of acoustic fluidization used here. Consequently, significant
predictions can be made by the dynamic collapse model on the properties of rocks around complex craters,
including but not limited to the orientation of faults, fractures, andmicrofractures; porosity and permeability
structure and anisotropy; and the formation of frictionally generated pseudotachylites.
While the recent IODP-ICDP drill core and the importance of peak-ring formation motivated the focus
of this work upon the deformation of peak-ring rocks, we emphasize that the same methodology has a
general application. For example, directly related to this study, this type of analysis may provide further
insight into large crater formation through a comparison between the three largest impact structures on
Earth—Vredefort, Sudbury, and Chicxulub—which each provide access to structural deformation at differ-
ent depths beneath the crater floor. Furthermore, detailed comparison between structural observations at
terrestrial and extraterrestrial craters and their corresponding numerical simulations may be particularly
insightful in revealing changes in deformation style between craters of different sizes or on different terrains.
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A GitHub repository containing additional supporting information pertaining to this contribution may
be found at the GitHub website (https://github.com/ImperialCollegeLondon/Chicxulub_StressStrain; DOI:
10.5281/zenodo.1406165). The repository contains input files for the presented iSALE simulations and the
pySALEPlot script used to calculate stress and strain. Data from IODP-ICDP Expedition 364 is available
upon request from the IODP website (http://iodp.pangaea.de/).
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